
The Purdue University Quiz Bowl Team is excited to share its Housewrite Catastrophe for the
second time. If you would like to know more about the context of this set, check out the Fall
2021 edition.

Here’s a brief summary of the contents of each packet:
● Bailey: 10/10 + a QUnlimited-style lightning round, per the author: “Welcome to the ‘Sex

Packet,’ where all answerlines are either tangentially related to sex, or have been
compared to sex and found objectively better. As last packet, all answerlines and
equivalents are at moderator discretion, because I think that’s funny. If something isn’t in
power but you want it to be, feel free to make it in power. The packet is your oyster. If
playing with teams, bonus bounce backs are ON. No pronunciation guides, we suffer like
quiz bowl readers.” NSFW content (obviously)

● Bryan: 7/0 “troll packet,” variety content
● Drew: 12/0 variety pop culture content, including sports, video games, and a lot of

Survivor questions
● Matt: 3/6 classics and chemistry content. Due to the numbers working out well, we read

Matt’s questions and Quynh’s mixed together, trading off between tossups and bonuses
for 9/9 total

● Min: 1/2 rugby packet
● Quynh: 6/3 mixed academic and pop culture content, read at the same time as Matt’s
● Sarah: 8/0 “No Points, Only Shame,” a packet of “cringe” content

Once again, I did minimal editing, mostly just formatting. Some of us wrote these on our phones
in the middle of lectures; others wrote them in the hours before or even during the Housewrite
Catastrophe meeting, while waiting for their turn to read. The difficulty, length, and quality of
these questions vary wildly. Nevertheless, we had a lot of fun writing and playing these, and we
hope you enjoy them too!

-Quynh Phung


